PRODUCT DATASHEET

WRCLD41E

When you need light, the WRCLD41E can be right at hand. Compact size and extended battery life make this flashlight an ideal choice for an emergency bag or for storage in small spaces. It is an economical choice as well, lasting up to 50 hours on one set of batteries. In addition, the premium Nichia® LEDs never need replacing, keeping operation costs low.

ECONOMICAL

- Runs up to 50 hours on 1 set of batteries
- Lifetime LEDs never need replacing

BRIGHT

- Premium Nichia® LED technology maximizes light output

COMPACT

- Small size makes it easy to pack

Performance:

Run Time
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light
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